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Me as Mr Big spender is such stupid game as it were. Of course when I say this is the end of them, I am 

not joking-they said it to me first, very pragmatically as well with the process of grabbing other peoples 

equity, sticking it in somebody’s products as holdings for the person and get paid millions to advertise 

the product. As though the owner cannot do anything about it and while we have a recession, they 

make a killing and have gotten more and more brutal; Media idiots ripping my fame and reputation to 

shreds, advertisement goons attacking my books and Political scum with their society idiots and 

Celebrity culture thugs etc. These are reasons I am not making any more concessions; it has been 

difficult to rest, difficult to sleep, difficult to study because they want my equities and when I give it to 

them, make money with the very acts of securitisation itself I create to bully me for more because they 

want to destroy it while grabbing what is left which they intend to put in peoples products as holdings in 

their companies and make millions leaving me without a job all together, after decimating my academic 

work. So the chances of making any more concessions has become impossibly thin as they have already 

wasted a decade of my time. 

They love this notion they exist in a world that comprises of them and me and nothing else and that they 

love to send me their boy, on errands because they are the big wigs of some secrete society; after years 

of fighting to ensure the notion that I sleep with peoples wives does not get spread on public television 

it did in such ways anyway, then they claimed it was something about how media check Statesmen and 

about the balance of power, with which they dig in anyway when such Statesmen have been beaten and 

are trying to make up ideas they are not but the media knows they are. They got their help from 

Politicians and businesses that will not stop creating me cash flow crisis so that I might put up products I 

have run out of money to advertise and this is how the preliminary stages of setting me up for racism 

and using anything I do to help myself to save other people while exacerbating the situation on a daily 

basis to get me to do more was created, started by black people and also how I got to use the fame of 

their Politicians and the positions of office they hold to clean it up and ensure I never have to run from 

anybody. The black girls version of them just think they are bullies and have incredibly stupid men on 

their side who are their husbands that send them out to bully little men like me, hence they are bigger 

than me and can bully me all the time but it is an old story about secrete societies that people do not 

allow loose a fight to those other secrete  societies that are stronger than them because they are people 

who are too opportunistic, selfish for no reason and with no target, evil, corrupt and insolent to respect 

other peoples problems, as long as they can create new democracies when people are suffering and so 

can take advantage of a certain targeted victim, where of course these corrupt men then think I am like 

the young people who do such things for them.  

These days it is stories about the notion they were the people that were dispossessed from the land and 

I am one of the people who have access to the land but does not want to give it back to those who own 

it and need it, whom, I took it from. I have no clue where they got to legitimise this idea:- it was actually 



an excuse along the lines that they usually brought up every time they felt they had their fingers on my 

income and so I expect them to gamble those Principles of democracy-by which their lives are always 

difficult because they are stuck somewhere learning the ropes for politicians to feel great with, while I 

will sell my books. 

It is not about the new kid in the block settling, unlike they will like to make it; in terms of that, it is true 

they have made money but it is with the use of that stupid culture they save up and threaten me with, 

besides which either way whichever side of them, it is not my money that paid for the things they sold 

to make that money anyway and the ones that are made using my market place always get paid for.  

They are always grabbing stuff and it is much the same with noise about how the price of alcohol must 

be raised to target Binge drinking: that is,  if they spent half the money they do on binging in the gym or 

in Church, we clearly wouldn’t have a different country at all, all together:-one where you were 

muscular because you spent  a lot of time in the gym and you are thinner or not healthy looking because 

you spend your money in Church doing church activities and therefore not a cunt. They expect to 

destroy other peoples work and business and end up getting rewarded at the other end by it because 

they did in order to get rich or make the people that can do things, to do things for everybody. 

It is the same story everyday and they are never satisfied especially the black ones, in fact ones they are, 

then the reason they are no longer people that are difficult to satisfy is the fault of a certain scapegoat;-

which is one of those conditions I do not particularly have a pro9blem with because I am just as intrusive 

myself. Hence advertising industries targeting my books all the way to the music industry on public 

television, Big business starting me off with a cash flow crisis so I might put up products I have run out of 

cash to advertise, so advertising industries might and media idiots targeting my reputation and market is 

the way their lives are now settled up. 

They never get it; I am not interested in their lower class money, I do not expect to be impressed by the 

things people buy with money they make at my expense, as that is just painful and being forced to will 

be looking for trouble and of course there is also a crisis of interest, in the sense that when I give out 

equities for products, they buy them and expect me to be impressed as well, which is enough insolence 

to cause me cash flow problem: before now, their real problem was my faith; I had to worship their 

money even if I had more because they were the ones that had it now; on and on and on-now it is my 

Intellectual property. 

So I got fed and still am fed up sparing them and do not want to see any of that stupid culture, about 

which I have warned them every thing about is violent towards me and they do not seem to get it.  

I.e. the biggest issues remains as it were, a factor of their spiritual and organised community 

wickedness; years ago it was about my faith-I was to worship their money even though I had more 

because they were the ones who had it at present, now it is something else which is about the idea that 

when I sell securities and businesses use them to create products, they buy those products and expect 

me to be impressed and it has all come to the point of bullying as well. 



I am perfectly alright by the way, just completely exasperated if I may say, over this idea that when 

people grab stuff, I am to believe something else is happening; it is all they do anyway-wake everyday 

target me and grab stuff on the media and now they want me to be impressed with the luxuries they 

gain with the money and it has come to the point of bullying (yap, yap, yap). 

Of course they always make up ideas they have made mistakes somewhere over me and hurt me in 

some way unknowingly and they are impossibly in love with it. From my point of view on the other hand 

naturally, if I walked into a bookshop and saw somebody’s books, picked it up turned it over read the 

name and started a campaign of hatred because it is now all published and copyrighted, so I can never 

steal it and make sure it has been done first by somebody else, there is no way I would not be making 

mistakes that hurt the writer with my stupid money, I probably stole from his market selling something 

else in place of his books because I think I have ambition. On the business side, buying a book is not so 

difficult, all they have to do is buy it, then they can read it and then they can have whatever opinions 

they like about it, regardless of how much they feel it should be them loving the people who are selling 

it not the writer. On the religious side, this is supposed to be a collection of Biblically evil individuals 

whose only connection with me is that since I write books, I should be bearing everybody’s burdens and 

it is the books I write by carrying everybody’s burdens they will be prepared to buy; thus this clash 

between what my books are and what they want from my customers and them as well and it does not 

have a good ending in sight. 

As for big businesses, the matter is settled already, for each time they attack my books it will cost them 

part of their business and the longer I live the way I am, the worse it gets for them and at some point, I 

will loose my Royal Estate, their dreams will be fulfilled and they will loose their company and mine will 

be fulfilled. It is not the first time anyway, the first time it was about terrifying them out of the stock 

market and those saloon cars they drive around insulting me all over the city, so they can join a gang 

and try to sort it out, according to them, to express the manner in which their minds still work towards 

my possessions, they have escaped the worst of me so far yet; thus it is as it was before that somebody 

will get on the stock market and claim a Royal Prince has been stealing his beauty and when he brings 

onto the market all that negative equity and problems and bad company it is I that pays for it and cleans 

it up, after which he gets off talking even more of such things; I for my part am simply doing my job, 

they are supposed to do theirs on the other hand-not that I care anyway, I am trying to sell my books, 

which I am from my office, not their office and they had better concentrated on their business, not talk 

to the Queen whenever they want to attack my income, since if they touch my equities and securities 

that will have to be another story entirely all together as it were. 

 Top business owners for the most part do not follow these pattern because they are aware of the work 

they did to have their companies; somebody who is an Arch prince and own a global intellectual space is 

not to be trifled with:-most know this, except the real trouble makers who find jobs in people 

companies, save up money and buy shares and perhaps to take them over later. I have no idea why they 

expect me to deal with these things anyway, they had decided a decade ago they will be better off 

grabbing my market without guarantees that they were strong enough to but with assurances that one 

way or another I will crack at some point, as if they too do not deserve to suffer; now they need my 



market which I will not give up willingly and ‘item-specifically speaking’ the most expensive is less than 

£40 pounds. So they had better crossed me as it were. 

They have bigger expenses than me as it stands anyway, after all those years of racists waiting for them 

to find somebody who have achieved so much but is being made to give it up no matter how impossible, 

even if he could because somebody else was more worthy, so that they can work the superiority of their 

race and clearly think I cannot use this against them to produce as much negative market equity for 

their business which I have under my control as well, especially so when they have struck up friendships 

with renegade royals who think they can punish me with my own perfections as if that was a new story. 

As far as these fools are concerned, they have created me a reputation that has dominated my real 

reputation, which is that I am the boy that fights and fights and so they can gather to take their pound of 

flesh; media, businesses, society scum etc and they daily indulge themselves the act of increasing their 

numbers to depend on my income and deplete my customers. 

I do not like discussing these for my part, I do just to clear up the fact I know how to sell my books. 

Where I do a business in which I tell people what I have here is the spotting of negative market equity 

and depending on whether they want it, I have securitised it and what they decide to do, is to do 

business with the very act of securitisation itself because I am a book seller and they are bullies and so 

they can usurp that market and demand more, which they suppose really winds me up but does not, as I 

too can decide it is better for us to have a problem than to have a situation that has no name, especially 

in terms of the Royals; as a problem is a problem and we can get round it, a situation that has no name 

on the other hand is intellectual bankruptcy and the next time they wind me up they will intend they 

loose the company in question. 

Of course they believe they will send out people to steal the books and use it to rebuild the market but 

that will ever work, for when it is published, it is published and so no amount of stealing will rectify 

anything and all they can do is get rich attacking me, which as I gather from them is not enough anyway; 

I did not do it for power, it is just the most effective way of doing my job securely, that some people love 

to hurt themselves by; I do wonder if they did actually expect it to be porous-after all those enjoyment 

with rumours spread by royals causing trouble, to make out lucrative perceptions which make them 

money. 

Thus it is applied that we should not be sitting in public places discussing equities and securities but if 

we have, then I am not expected to make compromises because those who want a fight will always go 

on and on about it until they get one. 

The great idea I am always suspected by people of working with the enemy is such nonsense too, that 

does not bother me at all. Although claims it does can make a very large book in itself, if those who did 

wrote it; it does not in anyway whatsoever. That rather would be their Anti-Christ games played at me 

as it were, none of which I want to see; the one where they will get me to choose which side of the devil 

I want to serve:- by which of course if they cross me or touch my work, I will make them pay dearly as it 

were and will end up being caught by them somewhere to ask them to do something I really need 



because they are the only ones that can as all other means have been blocked off, which they can refuse 

in order to have power somewhere in hell. They live in a fantasy world and need to get out of it 

especially now that their habit of leaning on people and touching people painfully has taken a turn for 

the worst. 

Stop digging up our history to get rich with does not bother me; it rather makes me wonder if it was and 

is in application at this particular point and position, their usual discrimination. They can come up with 

better forms of bullying I am Sure of that. I for my part cannot make out why they don’t want to fight 

anymore, when they are so good at ruining people’s lives, then follow them around embarrassing them 

to keep them poor in order to make excuses every about their lives they have messed up each time it 

gets better as if it is theirs to live: I suppose now they have overdone themselves and gone about talking 

too much especially over the matter of one of their victims being so inferior he does not matter that 

people have come to the point of demanding payment and acquired a means to. 

Their Politicians now claim reform is a word which scares me. Reform is not a word that scares me, I 

brought it into their affairs to make it as versatile and malleable as I want it to be, so I know what it is 

used for; I also know they think they will use it to get whatever they want but I understood it as a word 

which clubbers goons really hard because after years of ruining my life in order to have control of my 

privacy, they have suddenly devised a new bullying which involves having the problems I have by 

integrating their lives into mine, so that they can make me do something about it and or order me 

around as I do something about my own problems, soon enough which they cry revolution. So the fact 

of the matter is that I am supposed to work for it, then dig a hole in the ground and bury it lest they see 

it and my life gets worse while I cause them offence and so get into trouble, where if it is not happening, 

those who want me to do something about it make it happen and begin to build their decadence based 

on claims they are good people, in order to be popular and if they cannot have it when they see it, then 

they change the country with Politics, advertisement and media to round me up like as animal as if I am 

their equal. This is how much the word reform scares me.  

They always claim it has something to do with the things they do that happens to be in my interest, in 

terms of keeping violence and oppression at bay, whereas as I am aware it is how no other group of 

people have done more for racists on account of me than black people; which is so because they really 

do expect me to manage the devil for them, while they do what they like, whereby those issues would 

never be so acute if they did not have a habit of pervading my faith and building up perversions for them 

which would now all go away if they just apologised but will not nor will they leave me alone; which of 

course is there again-another form of ethnic cleansing but this time, having found a means of doing it 

without violence, the Politicians must help them to do it lest they get violent; so I don’t even want them 

giving me freedom of religious belief anymore except they know absolutely everything about the 

religion, the freedom of which they are giving me.  

The ethnic cleansing that will be given to them on a platter lest they get violent does not impress me-

like Politics media and advertisement industry bullying.  They never get it, they think it is about how they 

will destroy and grab everything off my life, until I live in a charity provided Bed and Breakfast, I think it 

is about how I will destroy everything about their stupid lives and stupid world, so they never get the 



chance which I must before I am 35. Already they have fed off me and are now fat enough to challenge 

me as well, so what on earth would make them think I would be so stupid as to put it all out there so 

they can? 

We are past this now anyway, where we are today is the point where they had decided I would be 

bullied, teased and exasperated daily, so that all I am can be extracted from me at a level in society 

where I am not seen or known, while they use it at a level where they are seen and known, media, 

politics, advertisement industry, to get rich and be important, which is not so bad, as I then have full lea 

way to defend myself by any means possible and will save nothing for economic progress, which is why I 

beat this fact out of them before I turned 30. It was important that I did, since everybody would be 

thinking its all media stuff, television stuff, older cowards getting up to all sorts-knowing more about the 

will of God than God himself etc not the process of exasperating me daily, to extract my life and then 

making it happen in places where I am not seen or known, so they can become it in place where they 

can be seen and known, by which they have cost me my academic work, financially and the act of 

destroying my career and earnings has become a habit and if I get angry, I am to do revolution, while 

they spend it on Places and countries where people really need it-which are supposed to be places and 

people they have attacked in this way before; amounting to spending my own resources to get followers 

and in worse case scenario get an army to fight me, which I think they do because a respect for the fact 

that a non violent person can beat you up if you attack them is not something they feel they want to do, 

much less the one whose property they cannot take away from him because he has fixed a good security 

for it and has grown up with the security in question, even much less for the person they know is strong 

enough to defend himself or herself from them-hence there will be nothing to gain from any process of 

fighting them. It is the old story about every Coward; kids are always their target because those have 

been trained by their parents to be respectful and to have manners, hence weak. 

What I am trying to do at the moment with respect to that, is shut them up especially on public media, 

which will also help those that are not part of their games but the amount of work I need to carry out to 

make that happen has become a new means for bullying, considering the fact that a 6 months break at 

any one given point in time after I hit them and do so hard enough, which I cannot if I don’t hit them to 

find out how hard I need to, since they will make out I am inferior hence every self defence for an attack 

warrants even more attacks, will be enough to do from time to time, to create a reasonable living.     

People might suggest it is not so bad for me to go through hell and do revolution, so it can be spent in 

countries that really need it by these trouble makers and their spiritual wickedness but they are earning 

thousands and millions in perks using my job, while keeping me from earning and I don’t see what that 

has to do with revolution, when while they are extracting it all from my income as though touching their 

salaries is impossible, while I cannot afford my basic bills; do people know what that does to me and 

what it does to society? If they did these things and got happy with their fat pay packets which clearly 

got to their heads, then I would have long ago been able to secure some measly job with which over 

time I would save enough to provide all I need, to ut the aesthetical effects of my life’s work o me 

beyond the gangs and the extremists, so they clearly stooped that low and the Price must be 

reciprocate, thus any who interferes further from here as I have shown in the last four years will be 

counted an enemy; currently they are in a Media scum and the Liberal enemy war: fuck them. 



The idea that I envy them stems from a defeat of my faith, which is my own personal faith as it were; as 

a factor of being distracted by the things of the world which belong to me so often and so violently and 

so intensely, while being denied them, that I over time get to realise they are important, so that those 

who do can ensure I never get to have any of it; with a big mouth, as if this was their own life. I do not 

envy them, even though the suggestion of it is the reason for most of the provocation. Even now I am 

just really tired from my work over the years, while they have claimed it means I envy them and being 

tired coupled with suffering cultural violence which is worked from Public media is not a really good 

place to be in your own home. They really like to hurt me, create perceptions it is envy; from making out 

I am the man whom they hurt to get a good things from life or do bad things to in order to get good 

things in return because I am stuck in good things-hence the shrine for their wealth power and glory 

games they cannot protect from extremists and the far right because they intend to use their money to 

force me to fight, due to their persecutions of me because of my faith by which they also want to own 

my income to make it effective with media Politics and advertisement industries, to building up fascists 

atmospheres with my faith and dumping them on me to clear the air, rather than offer an apology to 

make what has now become a curse for them to go away, which is why they hope on famous people 

discriminating against me specifically, so they can transfer it into their lives and continue to do power 

games while getting rich with doing it at the other end. Making out ideas all these things are done to 

deal with the problem of somebody that wants to be like them with intentions of being better, so they 

can do that their stuff at me which is really violent, which explains why they are working so hard to 

ensure they become me; using corruptions of involvement to barge into my life make sure they have the 

same problems I have and I have the same they have, in order to force me to fix it all and get lifestyle 

ordering thereof me around as I do, so I might manage the devil for them while they do what we like, 

otherwise I suffer revenge or even attacks on the basis of rejection from them ; the failed attempts to 

have a radical sector out of my faith is now at the point where as I mentioned earlier, they are in a fight 

which involves media scum and the Liberal enemy. 

On the matter of how I use my morality to further oppress those who have been oppressed already (by 

violent evil men and their celebrity culture), it is clear that the question of exactly how evil people have 

to be to see that if somebody is incapable of committing wickedness because he is a Christian Prince, 

they set up perceptions and financial inhibitions for him in order to do things with his energy and 

commit sin on his behalf. So I am not sorry for this at all. 

Ten years of acquiring a license to destroy my finances on this basis trying to bend my life into what it is 

not, making out it is about people being able to compete and people being able to be whatever they 

want to be, at the same time; I mean who the hell do they think they are? I don’t deny and I do not 

suggest they are not relevant, they are, this is their society, I am just not one of them and that has 

always been simple enough; if they had accepted this fact some 7 years ago for example my life would 

be so much better because my books would have been selling and this is the sort of thing that will be 

made up, the sort of thing I will not let go of. It is only to do with me getting off my upper class arse to 

fix the violence in their middle and lower class lives or else and nothing more, so maybe hurting them 

and making out idea they are the ones that are winning means I am well set up but then again, that will 

be if they can make me. 



So when they locate people who have good stuff in their lives but have been selected as the ones that 

will never get to see it, so that the hole in their minds might expose them to the worst in society and 

then they decide to hide themselves with culture, those that are financially trapped in culture come to 

me for help and to use my securities to earn a living; what they make out of it is that it is the place of 

that girl that gets pushed into the sex trade by the evil men she and her men consult, to find insights to 

strange powers by which they get rich with the help of Politicians and businesses and attack others to be 

famous as well, who has sex everywhere, that I have stolen, by which they can get rich and also famous 

and in order to do this confiscate my securities and use it to be rich beyond their wildest dreams, then 

force me to deal with the violence of their side of society, move me out of my personal life and take 

over my Estate. So what do they pay for this, nothing? Their Politics looks good, the left looks good, all 

those friends they have over seas looks good and they need to leave me alone as I am not their mate 

anyway. Its not a matter of ‘we made him fight and we have won’; of course they have; if they hide 

themselves with that their culture again I will peddle it again as it were. 

They can buy products created with my equities and if they do not talk insults at me as well, then all will 

be well, so I can do my studies and earn a living as well, which no body denies them for their part 

because they have human rights. The part that really annoys me about them is that all these things are 

happening to ruin my studies and job because they want to compete with me, while my life is already 

full and I have no space for vanities or distractions but the bit they really like is the violence and 

disruption they cause, hence what is actually happening does not matter, as though I cannot learn from 

it because others will be forced to see things my way or discriminate against me at their peril, when they 

are beaten and yet I have my own friends and enemies likes and dislikes, which is why I have forced 

them to repent so far and they have gotten up to all the violence they have all over the world using any 

means they can including churches where they are welcome and of course it is not going to end well at 

all because that attacks the diplomatic sections of my work too, especially so, as we must have a 

conducive price for all that violent decadence, by which they want to dress well and look educated, then 

compete with me and beat me as per I am not the best for what I was awarded which would never have 

existed if I wasn’t, before they decided to begin their competition to have it as well. 

I find it easy to move from legend to leader whenever I am in doubt and own a global intellectual space 

which is a factor of a Royal Estate, world leaders have identified it as a system of temperaments they 

will like to sit down with and discuss State and World affairs and it is on the premise of such things I 

create and broke my securities; what do they have to compete with? Buying products created with my 

equities and making sure they don’t talk nonsense that will wind me up, hence suddenly realise they will 

do better if they claim to own the economy itself, hence make out I cannot get involved with businesses 

because it is what they own? How would they like it if people messed with their jobs in such ways? In 

what world would they compete with me? 

Of course most of the things they do are designed to ensure they ditch me somewhere, after using me 

to hell and then get closer to the Queen, as they express all the time with every possible public attention 

from stupid men on the media who whip them up to punish me for rejecting them while I still feel they 

can burn in hell but that is completely beside the point and I always feel that they loose their ears over 

the matter all the time. It is rather about how they hold me down to force me to live my life among 



poorer people so they can copy it and blag about it being their lives first on public television and they 

have done this and do from what they have done everyday, since last their Politicians helped them to, 

then realise I will retaliate later, for the last ten years, running my life; so when is it going to stop and 

when are they going to feel that my life will never be theirs, as I am an international Statesman and 

famous already and these things and cruelty and suffering I will never let go unpunished?  

In terms of their lifestyle they are very immoral people and I am a Staunch Christian, in terms of their 

profession they are no body and I am an Arch Prince and of course their only role in some kind of thing 

with me is a corruption of involvement, as a sign of disrespect for the work I do for Her Majesty the 

Queen; so it will very likely end very badly before it stops. 

The rules of government hand over have never really been debatable. It is understandable when people 

are worried about the possibilities of loosing their jobs but at the end of the day, it is just a job. The only 

means a government can exist is a factor of gathering a cross section of day to day interaction of its 

people which is a functions a certain group of interaction which they carry out as opposing sections of 

society, represents all these interests, positions and dispositions publicly and solves its problems by law; 

it is the only way a State is a territory and a Government is its administrative component.  

The argument is that government can assume office by gathering the cross section of interaction of its 

people which are a function of emerging circumstances does not count for circumstances are not 

gathered in normal conditions and do not reflect those that are being governed, such a government fits 

the word illegitimate and an illegitimate government struggles with government itself all of the time. 

There is nothing wrong with government and there is no reason it should become a person’s personal 

property; if a man buys a land, he can lay claims to it but there is no known way of laying claims to a 

country even if it is still a land, which is why imperialism and such stupid games are precisely stupid. 

Hence the only means a government can come into office is popular elections, as there is no known way 

of controlling the problems of the powerful few whom others may not be able to stop when they get 

out of hand, from the smallest which affect law enforcement officers to the biggest which is civil war, 

nor is there any other way of finding out what the majority of people feel about it. 

When people have decided a government has given as good as it gets and must leave office, the rules 

cannot be bent or changed when a government stays a bit longer, only circumstances can be 

manipulated to make things worse. 

Likewise the rules of hand over for the people, which has not changed either, namely:-when people 

have removed a person from a job, they are not to follow them around making them do things for them 

or getting things out of them and doing so one way or another as well, otherwise they have the right to 

return to government, if they do not deploy the right to fix the situation by blood shed altogether; since 

it is better to have a problem than to have a situation which has no name.  

A matter to which we here in the UK have ample experience; of the kinds of change in government that 

people who feel they are so rich that if they work violent witchcraft on those who have power and 

office, it would never matter, especially so to those they hurt and therefore do not understand the 

implications, seeking to break rules all the time which exist  in other peoples lives, while complaining 



somebody else stifles their freedom because it will make such persons so exasperated and indignant, 

due to the fact their sense of freedom involve personally ruling them, to be exposed to have their 

witchcraft practiced on the person; the very form of violence in question and how they are not to push 

people out of jobs and follow them around forcing them to do things because they have their personal 

ambitions and those peoples energy. Clearly  every place they have influenced around the world to mess 

up my diplomatic work trying to ensure they have businesses that are tied specially and permanently to 

them and their stupid society with the use of my intellectual property and Equity, as if there are and will 

be no consequences, has such a story to tell too like we have seen across the west. 

The stupid things the media gets up to does not bother me in anyway whatsoever, although it takes up 

most of the things that are said about me in public these days. At the end of the day, all that is left of it 

to worry about is the stupid businesses who support and give them resources for their lies, looking for 

peoples to steal from and people they can please customers when they bully; currently they have 

become more sly and cunning to survive me these days anyway and try to avoid all my traps. So being 

bothered by the media is a matter of a guy that likes to get on public television to levy very familiar, 

familiarity based insults at me with, after he spent so much time demanding my personal life and 

punishing me because I rejected him, by which he creates the feelings of hosting very violent and 

disruptive parties with my supplies, furniture and home, all the time, then challenges me when I loose 

my temper and says I cannot do anything about it because he is bigger than me and older than me and 

will beat me up if I try and then thinks it is proven when he gets on television, for it, for which I imagine 

what is not currently happening is that thing fascist idiots do with their wives over a black man and the 

racist murder which follows hence the noise making so far. I have been clear about the fact they tell me I 

do my worst but I will do my worst when I walk into a Television studio to seriously assault a stupid 

reporter for my part and for their part for the witchcraft based violence that is some kind of a power 

based enjoyable habit for them, especially when I have been made to react by their Politicians. They 

divide themselves into bully tabloids and back stage camera men and main stream House hold faces and 

the bullying never stops and the conditions does not wish to get any better; the reason is that I refused 

to let them into something and somewhere special in my life, which had to do with getting into my 

personal life to sit somewhere and serve the devil doing what they like, while I serve God and protect 

them from and also manage the devil for them while they serve him; with a big mouth. It has all 

together come to the point where they begin to gesture me left as well pretending to rob me of what I 

had and by which they then ending up having or look like they are, in order to make me understand how 

they feel. I like it when they break all the rules, so they don’t tell me about freedom of the media when I 

start mine and it gets just a little bit serious.  

It is always some witchcraft or another, something they have gotten some a stupid witch in her shrine 

somewhere, which they apply through their very familiar insults on me because of their desire to get 

rich and the claim nothing would dare to stand between them and what they like whenever they see it 

and want it because it will either make me work for them-depending on whether or not they have 

claimed I have, make me them or make them rich and after a few years, they already think they have 

destroyed my health now and are going to beat me up with in a fight with a big mouth; like media scum 

with tough exterior. 



Its much the same with black men; they ostracise me from black society because I refused to make my 

matrimony and personal life available for their stupid children to get rich and famous peddling, likewise 

them and especially my faith-so contrary to the process of doing so resulting in a condition where their 

attention turns else where, it has become something else entirely, which does not have any effect 

whatsoever, except they claim they have been fighting for my civil rights before I was born to court 

themselves some more trouble but hope to keep doing it after failing in every way imaginable including 

this, claiming they will never stop until they have what they desire in life and when I have friends and a 

family, what it really means is that I am creating a rival and alternative black society; which I am certain 

will carry on until it goes horribly wrong; especially over following me around to embarrass me and thus 

cost me friends, allies and money, then make excuses for each situation they have messed up their lives, 

gotten help from Politicians to ruin my own life for me and then followed me everywhere I go to make 

excuses each time it gets better:- for now they expect some expensive attention when they feel that a 

Black Prince knows why Africa is poor and Europe is not and will be made to bring those secretes that 

are needed for the glory of Africa with a big mouth because they are so insolent, telling me I attack the 

men who do the spats because I cannot do anything about the ones that kill, since in their case when 

they have a problem they attack people other people, besides which it does seem I will let those their 

stupid women who will benefit the most from a fight between me and them live and continue their 

spiritual wickedness as it were, which means more so that they know everything about me; like they 

follow me around embarrassing me to claim. 

To day they are all talking about a matter of democracy as a third narrative for them, for which I do not 

understand whom they are addressing or indeed why they would not realise that when they look at 

people and all they can see is their religion and culture, which annoys them, hence stay the hell out of 

government and stop getting onto public media to talk nonsense. Except it is part of the things they 

need to do to have money and lots of privileges based on discrimination, which they can as long as it 

does not interfere with my job and my income; for it is clear the reasons they always target me is 

because this is the best place to secure some of the best of those privileges, while also feeling that 

businesses will go scot free for setting me up for them so they can get rich as well. If it does not affect 

my job and income they are okay, if it does, it means something and they are in trouble. I however do 

not feel too troubled about lesser men and their witchcraft talking nonsense all the time; soon they will 

be fans of the Soviets and try to move into my right or fans of the US then return here to encumber me 

with throes of servitude, which of course is an old story anyway:- following me around to bully me over 

the special place in my life I refused to let them into. 

In the end, whether or not Gods elect was white whether God likes it or not, if I allowed them to praise 

and glorify themselves with the things I did, I would not be doing them a good thing anyway. Hence their 

blasphemies I will not tolerate, especially from the American Administration or where it is encouraged 

against me from there which is more often times than not. The usual thing of course is to do nothing at 

initiative, just know where the Politicians and big businesses are and then I will be attacked by the 

feeders who claim I never do anything about my enemies waiting to be told so I might never have to be 

liberal, then I will know where everybody is and when I have been intense enough about what I am 

doing, especially for security, I will have an effect; I on the other hand since I am of the impression my 



personal problems are my personal problems and people are of the opinion there is that special thing in 

my life I excluded them from for which I must be punished, am so good at it I worry most of the time 

only about the corruptions young people dish out, which basically determines what they want from life 

and yes, if I put it this way I would have no social life, I would have no fun:-  so all I do is hurt them and 

make out they are winning and the good surprise is that everything they do or say in public which 

suggests they are better people than me, tends to wind me up even further; the reason this is so good a 

surprise being that they do not need to say something in public about how so better than me as people 

they are because their witchcraft wielding insolent parents do that with all that community powers all 

the time, from which they learn all their insolent rubbish. 

So I am not stupid I know how to look the part of the man whom the Queen asked to do his job beside 

her, which I am doing and hence becoming the person that rich people and poor people and all peoples 

want to be around all the time, which is why they are always seeking out my work and trying to be fans. 

The UK film council is a matter to which I am glad was dealt with the way it has been by the coalition 

government; it was a time bomb waiting to explode, with all that Union based famousness by a 

collection of trouble makers who are completely devoid of talent and are always doing something to 

expand the daily gossips we already get through news on Television. It would eventually have led to that 

situation where they have the power to mix their ruined lives with other peoples’ well planned good life 

to make films, then make money through it and oppress people who have a good life because they 

created it in order to have the good life and for the sole purpose of making them go without and I could 

see a process of getting on peoples’ necks because they have made a film, telling them to give me back 

my securities occurring; I know this because I for my part would do it and it would be very embarrassing, 

so that the politicians who do such things can decide like they currently do what the outcome of the 

fight between good and evil is and at the end so they do not look as they deserve presume to try and 

grab my feeling of home with a big mouth, which makes them better off at the other end as it were, 

especially since they can grab my income in order to look like they are. In terms of its issues; there is 

fame that involves helping people, then there is fame which involves helping people and getting paid for 

it, then there is fame which involves helping people, having it take up all your time and space and then 

finding out you are in a place where you have to ask them to help you financially, which in the long shot 

brings up such questions as whether or not you have the talent to make films, which are also very 

expensive.  

When did these goons start for a UK film council? 

Not to mention the matter of Actors themselves, whose lives are so different as a factor of the fact 

when blacks are racist and whites are racist and they tell people to join either side and fight racism, 

when people tell such gangs to get lost, what those usually do is call on the fathers who decide that such 

people are attention seekers, then set out to rob them of education and everything important, so they 

might end up doing civil liberties, then trying to get paid from it which can then be taken away from 

them with Politics media business and Advertisement industry, from where somebody else who knows 

what is important gets the attention in sponsorship deals and advertisement contracts and Public funds 

earnings through Politics with which to buy property sand shares and business with which they get 



involved with witchcraft and extract more stuff from peoples lives, just to ensure they never earn from 

things they cannot control whether or not they are doing for society through civil liberties, when for 

most of the time they do not plan to do civil liberties to get paid in the first place, to curb their attention 

seeking traits. So naturally once it starts when you are about 19, you already know how it will end up 

and start to build yourself an acting career, by the time you are about 30 you have got one. 

Not the same with me; my fame is based on the condition where blacks are racist and whites are racist 

and they tell me I am an attention seeker when I tell them to get lost and big business come round to 

give them advertisement money and media to play around with, while Politicians work on me to make 

me loose my tolerance on a daily basis-I seem to have this ability to deal with it without actually getting 

famous, which I cannot necessarily explain: except all I know is that I seem to be able to beat the society 

witchcraft, then survive among them and make them famous to curb the corruptions that their evil 

children will get onto next, which those who want to take advantage of me get into trouble with all the 

time since I am so good at it that when they are dispatched as feeders who make up ideas they are the 

same thing as me for the purpose as they all practice it, which creates this idea they are not dangerous 

and hence spend a lot of time telling people what is happening in my world;- coupled with a process 

where they claim I don’t trust people and they cannot take decisions for themselves, while I always do 

their stuff for them as well through a government  that is not elected, which winds them up. Whereas 

the real situation is that when I write my books, they claim it is something else and when the worlds 

most insolent women abuse me to have sex with me or just extract the feeling of sex through those 

their organised and targeted evil which is always applied with no concern for the fact it is somebody 

else’s life they are playing with, which has its problems and challenges and if they cannot have sex with 

me which they cannot , do it to be reborn, they claim it is something else and make it carry on and on 

and on and more so through public media ideas  such are making sure somebody else has suffered the 

things they have suffered in their lives without earning the money they earn too, which they have not 

yet suffered for taking advantage of people to earn as it were because maybe they expect the person to 

find somebody else to take it out on like they do as if I am their equal, so they might never deal with 

their own problems and then further claims I am the one that knows how to fix their problems, so there 

is no body else that can do it, hence not their fault they are abusing me and of course such 

repercussions they face now are the kind where they are unable to decide what they tell their kids about 

their own lives or the world about why they raise their kids the way they do, let alone tell their kids  the 

way to live their lives as a function of who their parents are because it is never important due to the 

matter of the way the world works taking over always, which happens due to the fact that the same kids 

have already been trained to go around making out I am so dominant I am vulnerable-one of their great 

servants who is so good at what he does so they he might be doing it for his bosses which is them; for 

which I do not believe the process of layers and layers of institutionalised and intended to be abuse 

against me will ever cease because they are white and it is what they naturally do, the blacks are just 

violent scavengers as it were, who have failed in everyway imaginable but never the less the same thing, 

However that I don’t trust them to take their own decisions and do their stuff for them; I say fuck them-

it is not serious enough yet obviously. So if I actually went around saying these things I would have no 

social life, hence what I do is save them all up and use it all to whack them, especially the bit where the 

gangs try to make me join them and the men decide I have not because I am an attention seeker and big 



business give them advertisement and media to play around with, while young people dish out 

corruptions.  

How would people feel if I went about making up ideas with which I stalk them and gossip about them 

which is based on my claims they have been cursed by their parent who is the true person that own the 

fame they are seeking, who are also my friends from whom they have stolen? Which of course was a 

curse from the so called parents at them that would never work because they are evil, hence to be 

applied through the job centre but because they were dealing with a grown ups who know the value of 

their career and can make people pay for it, have resorted to stirring racism everywhere they go. The 

curse that says they were supposed to and was set out to die so that others who are friends of mine 

who are so rich they join gangs to spoil themselves might not even if they desire violence like a habit.  

I am supposed to laugh such things off and tell my parents to burn in hell when they do it but it had 

become their business as a community of evil men women and children and so it is in this context that I 

intend to laugh it off now; for the purpose of following them around with it causing them cash flow crisis 

and embarrassments as well to destroy their health, in order to get rich-threatening them and using 

them like a piece of meat to feed my habit of working work based oppression. Where Politics applies is 

that in the end I would simply ignore them but the Politicians will take away my tolerance, working on 

me, my income, my career my studies and everything else including my sleep, so they can have house, 

which I am going to give them clearly if they do not do the stupid mafia they want to become properly. 

Its all that stupid community and socially organized witchcraft; every neighbourhood, every civil service, 

with their feeders deployed onto the media and settling in every neighbourhood I live in to abuse me 

and make themselves out to me insiders of what latest scandal is come from my life, to make up stories 

and feed; earning perks from jobs they already have with my income which is also really wasteful like 

they can glossy magazines and Tabloid big mouth idiots give to the frugal. For my part I am not too 

worried about these things, as those stupid witchcrafts hold no sway over me and I rather enjoy sitting 

on top of it to write books about it for a living. The Politicians who want house can come and get it, if 

they think they have got enough balls, like the idiots they are. 

The final two issues are first the matter of the British Upper class and my duties to the Establishment, 

which is considered to be in jeopardy because I break rules all the time; utter nonsense as it were, as I 

break no rules; only middle classes who work with royals who do nothing with their time but cause 

everybody trouble break the rules because they think they have the far right on their side, it is only fair 

they claim I do because they are my responsibility. This has nothing to do with the middle classes as the 

middle classes are largely a very respectful and very nice people, which is one of those issues that 

suggest I take unpredictable decisions. Ever since certain members of the Royal family had decided it 

was time to turn the Queen into the King Pin and Homie character,  it had become imperative that the 

Royal family itself is growing too large for its own good and will have to be trimmed at some point, 

which is what my purpose was for the most part and that will be done as it were; with their witchcraft 

girls working on me and my finances all the time, especially because their ears are for other purposes 

but listening.  



The other issue is the matter of globalization and how all the wealth has been centered at the top, 

which is an old question by the way; for a million pound invention being put to the name of 5 individuals 

instead of one who created it through Political intervention does not necessarily mean it is worth more, 

the only good outcome of it is that having spread the earning from it among many people, the possibility 

is greater that the government will be able to claw some of the money into the treasury and this is only 

good if it thus spends it on the poor, whom globalization was meant to benefit the most. The idea of 

globalization being made to trickle to the middle is the process of grabbing from the poor anything they 

had left and means absolute rubbish. It is Politicians who talk these things and create the problems in 

the first place anyway by the way, before they realise the solutions are needed and until then the best 

will continue to be destroyed with no chances of doing anything to benefit themselves with their own 

important or creations for reasons of the fact they have achieved great things because they always have 

an eye for what is bigger than them so that numskulls and idiots can have even more money without 

being punished in the same way by going from one to millions because they are so naïve and shallow 

and insolent they will know how to give the kind of respect that wickedness in the world demands of 

them, therefore know what is really important and not a group of cunts,  after which those who have 

done these things will do nothing to deal with the far right. 

I for my part may know my Global intellectual space is worth millions but because I am not earning a 

penny from it, no penny will be earned from it by any body else and if as I continue to work on it my first 

earnings are counted in billions and any body takes a penny they are going down; it is on this basis I do 

the things I do to them and their insolent wickedness and they have no idea how much I will destroy to 

ensure that if they have in some way through their various forms of insults and abuse, I recover the 

exact worth of what they take from me in each and every case-no matter what distractions and muscles 

politicians and businesses wish to attack me with respectively; the usual response of course is that I too 

will be made to leave their country, for which my response too is that when I do and they follow me 

around because they have access to my energy, I will return to their country with violence and it is at 

such a point they will certainly restore to me my privacy and my rights to it. 


